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NO TIME TO LOSE
A COMPREHENSIVE ACTION PLAN TO PREVENT YOUTH VIOLENCE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report is the result of a series ofWorking Luncheons on Youth Violence Prevention

co-sponsored by Attorney General Scott Harshbarger and the Harvard School of Public Health's

Center for Health Communication, directed by Jay A. Winsten, Ph.D., Associate Dean for Public and

Community Affairs. The series in an outgrowth ofthe Center's national "Squash It!" Campaign to

Prevent Youth Violence, described later in this report.

Six Working Luncheons were held from October 1995 to May 1997, and were conducted in

cooperation with Harvard's Violence Prevention Program, directed by Deborah Prothrow-Stith, M.D.,

Professor and Associate Dean of Public Health Practice at the Harvard School of Public Health. The

series was supported by a grant from the Gardiner Howland Shaw Foundation, and brought together

senior officials from government and law enforcement; experts from academe; leaders from the

business and philanthropic communities; representatives ofcommunity and religious groups;

professionals from public schools; members of the news media; and local teens.

This series on youth violence prevention marks the third time that Attorney General Harshbarger

and the Harvard Center for Health Communication have collaborated on a luncheon series to focus

attention on important issues. The first joint effort, a series ofworking luncheons on drinking and

driving conducted from 1985 to 1988, was credited with helping to pass legislation increasing

penalties for operating under the influence. A series of luncheons on domestic violence prevention

was held from 1991 to 1993. A final report ofthat series contained recommendations that were

adopted by the Governor's Commission on Domestic Violence; many ofthese recommendations

have since been implemented.

The third series, summarized in this report, had its origins in a Harvard-MetLife Leadership

Forum on Youth Violence Prevention held on June 13, 1995, at the John F. Kennedy Library in

Boston. This event, funded by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company and sponsored by the

Harvard School of Public Health's "Squash It!" Campaign to Prevent Youth Violence, addressed

how both guns and despair are severely undermining efforts to help today's youth. The session

featured presentations by Attorney General Harshbarger, U.S. Secretary of Education Richard Riley,

Boston Mayor Thomas Menino, and Martin Kaplan, then Chair ofthe Massachusetts Board of

Education. The Forum brought together over 100 local leaders and spawned a discussion of what

could be accomplished locally, thereby launching the series of Working Luncheons on Youth

Violence Prevention.
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Five of the six sessions in the series examined a range of issues related to youth violence

prevention, including comprehensive interdisciplinary approaches to law enforcement; the

interruption of illicit gun markets; community support for prevention programs; the importance of

prenatal care, parenting education, and early childhood experiences; and the crucial role adults play

in young people's lives. These sessions are summarized in Section Six of the report The final

session was devoted to a discussion of recommendations for preventing youth violence in

Massachusetts. The series featured distinguished speakers, including local teenagers and experts

from government agencies, law enforcement, the judicial system, academe, communities, and health

care.

The key recommendations contained in this report reflect a comprehensive response to youth

violence that balances prevention with prosecution and punishment. They are organized according

to the following five categories: (1) Crime Fighting Strategies That Work; (2) Identifying, Building,

and Mobilizing Community Resources to Prevent Youth Violence; (3) Early Prevention: Building

the Basics; (4) Early Intervention: Building Safe Schools, Safe Spaces, and Safe Futures; and

(5) Coordination of State Systems.

We recommend that the following actions be taken in the Commonwealth:

1

.

Establish juvenile prosecution units and Community-Based Juvenile Justice projects

statewide to identify and target serious and violent juvenile offenders for priority

prosecution.

2. Take aggressive steps to reduce youth access to and possession of firearms.

3. Sustain, amplify, and replicate promising law enforcement initiatives that have helped

to reduce youth violence statewide.

4. Establish violence prevention councils in every community to guide violence

prevention efforts.

5. Conduct a "community assessment" to identify and coordinate local resources.

6. Focus community assessment on early childhood resources within the community to

strengthen violence prevention efforts.

7. Involve local youth in community planning and the development of strategies to

prevent youth violence.

8. Create a network ofcommunity-based services to promote early intervention with

at-risk children as soon as they are identified.

9. Enact newborn home visiting legislation to cover all first-time mothers under the age

of21.
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1 0. Establish a comprehensive continuum of early childhood care and education for

children from birth to age 6.

1 1

.

Establish mechanisms to identify and immediately respond to children who witness

violence.

12. Make standard in all public schools from kindergarten through grade twelve effective

peer mediation programs, substance abuse prevention programs, teen dating violence

prevention projects, and violence prevention curricula, to improve the safety of

school-aged youth.

13. Develop swift and effective responses to truancy and dropping out of school.

14. Provide alternative education for students excluded from school.

1 5. Ensure that all children have a caring adult or mentor in their lives.

1 6. Develop high-quality and safe programming and activities for children and youth

during the hours that they are not in school.

1 7. Develop collaborative efforts to provide jobs for youth and expand school-to-work

partnerships to prepare all interested students for the world of work.

1 8. Take immediate action to achieve the statewide expansion of a full-time juvenile

court system.

19. Ensure the imposition of immediate sanctions for all juvenile offenders, including

first-time, nonviolent offenders.

20. Develop a strong system of intermediate sanctions, including intensive probation

supervision for high-risk juvenile offenders.

2 1

.

Develop innovative approaches to strengthen accountability for juvenile

offenders.

22. Restructure the state human service agencies to create a comprehensive service

delivery system for children and families.

23. Continue to enhance intensive aftercare services for all youth committed to the

Department of Youth Services (DYS) transitioning out of secure residential

placements.

•••

in
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24. Expand the range and number of services available to female offenders committed

to DYS.

25. Establish an Office ofData Collection, Evaluation, and Training.

Reducing youth violence through advanced law enforcement strategies, supportive state

policies and systems, and community-based collaborations will not happen overnight. It involves

building capacity in communities, and leveraging long-term commitments from key stakeholders in

the public and private sectors. These recommendations are not "quick fixes," but are building blocks

to help sustain the progress we have made, and carry our success into the twenty-first century.

i«/
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INTRODUCTION

Ifthe world is a dangerous place, shootingfirst . . . makes sense.

So, some ofthe violence we deal with is a rational response to life

in irrational life circumstances, and we're not going to solve that

fundamentalproblem by coming up with a neat little intervention

program.

Jack P. Shonkoff, M.D., February 12, 1997

This report is the result ofa series ofWorking Luncheons on Youth Violence Prevention

co-sponsored by Attorney General Scott Harshbarger and the Harvard School of Public Health's

Center for Health Communication, directed by Jay A. Winsten, Ph.D., Associate Dean for Public and

Community Affairs. The series in an outgrowth of the Center's national "Squash It!" Campaign to

Prevent Youth Violence, described later in this report.

Six Working Luncheons were held from October 1995 to May 1997, and were conducted in

cooperation with Harvard's Violence Prevention Program, directed by Deborah Prothrow-Stith, MX).,

Professor and Associate Dean of Public Health Practice at the Harvard School of Public Health. The

series was supported by a grant from the Gardiner Howland Shaw Foundation, and brought together

senior officials from government and law enforcement; experts from academe; leaders from the

business and philanthropic communities; representatives ofcommunity and religious groups;

professionals from public schools; members ofthe news media; and local teens.

No Time To Lose embraces our commitment to address youth violence through a law

enforcement and public health alliance. Although youth violence has typically been considered a

"law enforcement problem,'' police and prosecutors primarily deal with the problem of violence at the

end ofthe line—after a child has been the victim or perpetrator of violence. We recognize that to

reduce violence in our neighborhoods, schools, and homes, we must also focus onpreventing

violence before it erupts, which requires both a criminal justice and a public health response.

As Dr. Prothrow-Stith has emphasized, "The public health model offers a variety of strategies

that complement and strengthen the traditional criminal justice approach." 1 The public health

approach involves identifying the factors associated with a condition, in this case violence, and then

reducing or eliminating them. In practice, it means designing initiatives to address the problems that

we know contribute to crime and violence later in life. In the case ofyouth violence, the root causes

are complex, deep-rooted, and often intertwined. They include depressed economic conditions,

family violence, oppression, racism, and all forms of discrimination.2 Youth violence occurs in
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every community, and is perpetrated by young people from all racial and socio-economic

backgrounds. However, many of the root causes of youth violence tend to be more concentrated in

impoverished and underserved areas. There are no easy answers to these major societal issues, and

we recognize that the recommendations in this report merely represent a starting point. The report

focuses on the most direct and necessary actions Massachusetts should take, derived from our

Working Luncheons, and offers a framework for advancing coordinated, comprehensive, and early

action.

A Need ForAction

While youth violence prevention is a complex issue, we now know that the most promising

and cost-effective prevention begins at ground zero, quite literally, during the prenatal and infancy

periods. Although youth violence and some of the images it evokes—gangs and guns—may seem

removed from newborns and infants, the research is straightforward: the early years of life cast the

mold that significantly shapes a child's future, including a child's future for violence.

As a result, the litmus test for whether we are committed to preventing youth violence should

be how well we are doing for our children. The truth is, we can do better. The status of children in

Massachusetts has declined over the past decade, in comparison to other states in the nation. In the

1990 edition ofthe Kids Count Data Book, Massachusetts ranked fifth among the 50 states for the

well-being of children.3 By the 1996 report, Massachusetts' rank plummeted to number 13.
4 In the

most recent report, our rank rose modestly to number 8—still below our national ranking at the

beginning ofthis decade.9 As these data point out, even Massachusetts, a state with vast resources

and world-class institutions, cannot take the well-being of children for granted. We must be ever

vigilant and proactive when it comes to the health and welfare of children.

Youth crime data also inject a sense ofurgency about why we must focus on youth violence

prevention. It is well known that juvenile crime rates are down. In 1995, the national arrest rate for

juvenile homicide declined 15.2%—the largest annual decrease in more than ten years.6 In Boston,

the decline has been even more dramatic, with an 80% drop in juvenile homicides between 1990 and

1995.7 Remarkably, not one juvenile has been killed by a gun or a knife in Boston since July 1 995. 8

However, several criminologists have predicted a "juvenile crime wave" in the future. They see the

escalating juvenile crime rates ofthe 1980s and early 1990s and the projected increase in the "high-

risk" youth population, expected to peak around the year 2010, as precursors to an unprecedented era

ofyouth violence.9 The current decline in violent juvenile crime, therefore, provides us with a rare

opportunity to focus on prevention. The predictions ofa crime surge in the future underscore the

importance of seizing this opportunity.
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Obviously, there are cost and resource factors that must be addressed in deciding the priority,

timing, breadth, and depth of the implementation of these recommendations. It all cannot be done at

once. It should be recognized, however, that in the case ofmany of the recommendations, existing

community resources—people, services, private businesses, and public institutions—can be drawn

upon and redeployed. Ifwe are willing to make an investment in the future, the fact is that

prevention efforts are cost effective.

Prevention Saves

$ For every dollar spent on high quality preschool and child care for

high-risk youth, seven dollars are saved in later criminal justice

spending, welfare costs, and remedial educational services.
10

$ Graduated incentives, parenting programs, and delinquency

supervision, dollar for dollar are between two and four times as

effective as the "three strikes" laws in preventing crime. 11

$ Hawaii's Newborn Home Visiting Program resulted in 42 fewer cases

of child abuse and neglect between 1987 and 1991, saving the state an

estimated $1.26 million in child protective services. 12

$ It costs approximately $ 1 9 1 ,000 to treat one gunshot survivor. 13 This

amount ofmoney would virtually pay for operating the prevention-

focused Weapons Related Injury Surveillance System for an entire

year.
14
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SECTION ONE

Crime Fighting Strategies That Work

Findings

A small percentage of youth, between 7-10%, are responsible for most

violent crime in the United States.
15

In Boston, the youth homicide problem is concentrated among some

1,300 youth who account for less than 1% ofthe total youth

population ages 14 to 24.'6

Gunshot wounds are the leading cause of death nationwide, after

traffic accidents, for all youth between 15 and 19 years of age,

surpassing all natural causes of death. 17

Homicides involving firearms continue to be the leading cause of

death for African-American males between the ages of 15 and 19 in

this country. 18

Since 1990, the percentage ofjuveniles committed to the Department

of Youth Service (DYS) for the first time whose most serious offenses

were crimes against the person has increased by 3 1%: from 34.5% of

the newly committed juveniles in 1990, to 45.2% in 1996. 19

The juvenile homicide rate in Boston dropped 80% between 1990 and

1995.

Not one juvenile has been killed by a gun or a knife in Boston since

July 1995.20

In communities ravaged by violent crime, an intense and coordinated criminal justice

response is necessary. Many communities across the Commonwealth have already undertaken

vigorous efforts to reduce crime and violence. Law enforcement agencies from all levels of

government are working together and, most importantly, working in partnership with local groups.

Communities are pulling together to restore safety and rebuild neighborhoods. The City of Boston's

community-oriented, collaborative, and targeted enforcement programs have dramatically reduced

crime in general—and juvenile gun violence in particular—and become a model for the nation.

Goals

Suppress gang violence and violence by other high-risk youthful

offenders through targeted and intensive crime fighting tactics.

Disrupt the juvenile gun market and reduce juvenile gun violence.

Promote swift and sure prosecution and sanctions for violent juvenile

offenders.

Empower members of the community to become involved in crime

reduction approaches.
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We have highlighted a few examples of effective programs below.

The Safe Neighborhood Initiative

"You'veprobably read the stories about what happened at Bowdoin

Street That's an area in Dorchester that is part ofour Safe

Neighborhood Initiative. There are a number ofcases where we've

worked together, when there was aflare-up ofgang violence, to

bring all ofthe law enforcement agencies and community groups

together, and to reach out to those kids andsay we're all working

together to make sure that the violence stops.

"

Robert Gittens, October 16, 1996

The Safe Neighborhood Initiative (SNI) is a collaborative effort by the Attorney General's

Office, the Suffolk County District Attorney's Office, the Boston Police Department, the

Mayor's Office, and local residents, to address a variety ofproblems in urban neighborhoods.

The SNI has three specific goals:

1

.

Maximize the impact of existing neighborhood resources through effective

communication and planning;

2. Focus efforts on the core principles ofprevention and treatment, coordinated

law enforcement—including community policing and prosecution—and

neighborhood revitalization; and

3. Increase interagency collaborations through improved communication and

regular contact between neighborhood residents and top government officials.

The SNI is driven by local "advisory councils" consisting ofneighborhood residents,

business owners, human service providers, and representatives from government agencies.

The advisory councils serve as a vehicle for information sharing, investing people in the

formulation of solutions, and setting an agenda for coordinated action. A coordinated

response from the public and private sectors contributes to the success the SNI has had in

improving the quality of life for the residents ofthe target area. The success ofthe SNI has

prompted the Attorney General to dedicate funding for a statewide expansion effort.

Operation Cease Fire is a partnership between federal, state, and local law enforcement

agencies, including the Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF), the Suffolk County

District Attorney's Office, the Boston Police Department, and U.S. Attorney's Office. It is a

"zero tolerance" strategy aimed directly at gang members in targeted areas ofthe city.

Officials meet with identified gang members to define the terms ofthe zero tolerance policy

for violence, and list the consequences for violation ofthose terms.

The Boston Gun Project is a collaborative effort with ATF, the Suffolk County District

Attorney's Office, the Boston Police Department, the U.S. Attorney's Office, the Attorney

General's Office, the Massachusetts Departments ofProbation, Parole, and Youth Services, and

researchers at the John F. Kennedy School ofGovernment at Harvard University to study the
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juvenile gun market in Boston. The project has gathered a great deal of useful intelligence

regarding the illicit gun market, primarily by using ATF gun tracing, and interviewing

firearms offenders. The goal of this project is to define the supply and demand driving the

gun trade, and design law enforcement strategies based upon the information they obtain.

Youth Violence Strike Force is a multi-agency task force created by the Boston Police

Department, as a part ofthe Department's comprehensive "Prevention, Intervention, and

Enforcement" strategy to attack youth violence. The two leading goals ofthe strike force are:

(1) serving outstanding felony warrants on youthful offenders wanted for violent/ firearms

offenses, which has resulted in approximately 1,100 apprehensions since November of 1993;

and (2) conducting warrant sweeps in the city's housing developments, which has led to

nearly 300 arrests. Besides specially assigned Boston police officers, the unit also includes

members ofthe State Police, Boston Housing Authority Police, Department of Correction,

Brookline Police, MBTA Police, DYS, Parole Board, and the Department of Housing and

Urban Development.

Operation Night Light is a partnership between the Boston Police Department's Youth

Violence Strike Force and the Department of Probation. Police and probation officers team

up to conduct unannounced home visits after court hours for high-risk youth on probation to

ensure that they are complying with the terms of probation. There are many benefits to this

approach. It enhances communication between police and probation, and sends a strong

message to the youth on probation and in the community that they are being monitored and

their behavior has consequences. Programs similar to Operation Night Light, involving

intensive field supervision, unannounced visits, and inter-agency partnerships, exist in other

areas, such as Operation "Nite Ride" in Lynn. The Night Light model is a promising way to

put teeth into the sentence ofprobation.

Community-Based Juvenile Justice is a model for information-sharing between

schools, law enforcement, and other child-oriented organizations, established in the

Middlesex County District Attorney's Office. Presently, six District Attorneys' offices in the

Commonwealth receive state funding for community-based justice partnerships between the

police, the schools, the Department of Social Services, the Department ofProbation, and

DYS. The goal is to share information to help identify juveniles for priority prosecution,

increase safety in schools, and enhance services for at-risk youth. The sharing of information

between law enforcement and school personnel has become an important way to promote

school safety.

Priority Prosecution Units for Serious and Habitual Juvenile Offenders

In 1984, the state's first specialized juvenile prosecution unit was established by Attorney

General Harshbarger, then District Attorney in Middlesex County, to identify, target, and

aggressively prosecute serious and habitual juvenile offenders.
21 The key components of the

unit were:

• Special training forjuvenile prosecutors and victim-witness advocates to develop in-

depth knowledge and expertise regarding the juvenile justice system;
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• Careful screening and evaluation ofeach juvenile case to decide which ones required

intensive prosecution; and

• Defined policies and procedures to expedite the processing and adjudication of these

priority cases.

The laws regarding trial and sentencing of serious juvenile offenders have changed

significantly since the establishment of the Juvenile Priority Prosecution Unit; however, the

goals and practices ofthe unit are still relevant.

RecommendationsforAction

1

.

Establish juvenile prosecution units and Community-Based Juvenile

Justice projects statewide to identify and target serious and violent

juvenile offenders for priority prosecution.

2. Take aggressive steps to reduce youth access to and possession of

firearms.

3. Sustain, amplify, and replicate promising law enforcement initiatives

that have helped to reduce youth violence statewide.

1. Establish juvenile prosecution units and Community-Based Juvenile Justice projects

statewide to identify and target serious and violent juvenile offenders for priority prosecution.

For more than ten years, police and prosecutors have witnessed the benefits of information-

sharing and specialized juvenile prosecution units in identifying and prosecuting serious youthful

offenders. Recent changes in the law regarding the trial and sentencing ofjuvenile offenders, which

became effective in 1996, enable prosecutors to seek adult sentences for a wide range of serious

juvenile offenses.22 The legal changes give prosecutors a powerful tool for sanctioning hard-core

juvenile offenders, and underscore the importance of effective screening and processing of all

juvenile cases from the earliest stages. While some ofthe District Attorneys' Offices have been

carrying out these practices for some time, there is still variation from county to county. Juvenile

prosection units and Community-Based Juvenile Justice projects should become the norm statewide.

2. Take aggressive steps to reduce youth access to and possession offirearms.

"Handguns have dramatically changed the relationship that children have

with violence. When I was growing up, we learned very early that there

were real consequences to violence andyoufound thatyou couldn 7 beat

everybody. You couldn V win everyfight, soyou began to shut up... We
began to really learn about limits and boundaries. [But today] there are

someyoungpeople who've never run into a boundary that they don 7

think they can simply blast their way through ifthey have enough

firepower. Thatisvery heady stufffor a 13- or 14- or 15-year-old to have

to deal with."

Geoffrey Canada, October 24, 1995
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As Geoffrey Canada explains, the availability of firearms, particularly handguns, has had a

profound impact on the nature ofyouth violence today. Criminologist Alfred Blumstein character-

ized this impact by noting:

"The recklessness and bravado that often characterize teenage

behavior, combined with their lack of skill in settling disputes

other than through physical force, transform what once would

have been fist fights with outcomes no more serious than a bloody

nose into shootings with much more lethal consequences because

guns are present."23

Youth violence has become much more devastating and deadly due to firearms. Yet, as the

Boston Gun Project reveals, guns are in demand by juveniles, and readily available. Therefore, our

response must be multifaceted and comprehensive—attacking the youth gun problem from both the

supply side and the demand side ofthe equation. Listed below are specific examples of what can

and must be done, based on the presentations and discussions at our luncheon series:

• Cracking Down on Gun Traffickers and Unlawful Gun Possession

Law enforcement techniques that target the gun traffickers who deal to young people, and

thejuveniles who possess guns, can make a difference in the level ofjuvenile gun violence.

Operation Cease Fire and the Boston Gun Project, described earlier, are examples of

collaborative efforts to disrupt the illicit juvenile gun market in Boston.

Laws and Regulations

• The Attorney General has promulgated consumerprotection regulations that ban

the sale of "junk guns," dangerous and poorly-made handguns, and require safety

features on all handguns sold in the state. First in the nation, these consumer

protection regulations will be fully implemented by July 1998.

• The Attorney General has filed legislation for several years to eliminate major gaps

in our state gun licensing laws. House Bill No. 3691, An Act Relative To Firearms,

amends the state gun licensing laws to strengthen the authority of police to refuse to

issue, to suspend, or to revoke gun permits for dangerous people and convicted

criminals. Current loopholes in the gun licensing laws enable convicted criminals

and other dangerous people to obtain firearms lawfully. Tightening the laws to keep

firearms out of the hands of serious criminals will help to reduce the availability of

firearms.

• Another necessary legislative change is to ban assault weapons in Massachusetts.

For several years, the Attorney General has sponsored legislation to ban assault

weapons and impose stricter penalties for certain firearms offenses. Assault weapons

are the weapons of choice ofmany dangerous individuals, and have increasingly been

8
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used in killings of law enforcement personnel and innocent children caught in the

crossfire.

Public Education, Data Collection, and Community Action

• Efforts should continue to raise public awareness and education regarding the

realities, costs, benefits, and risks of gun ownership and gun injury. There is now a

growing body ofresearch regarding the increased risks for gun injury that accompany

the presence of a gun in the home, and gun ownership generally. A gun in the home

is 43 times more likely to kill a family member, child, or friend, than it is to kill an

intruder.
24 The medical expenses related to gun injuries are also under-publicized.

For example, taxpayers bear an estimated 80% ofthe cost of direct medical

expenditures for gun violence.25 Health care providers, the media, public health

professionals, and educators should all join in raising public awareness and to

promote and support sensible gun policies and practices.

• Research, data collection, and evaluation are needed to provide the basis for

policies and programs, to evaluate effectiveness, and to help target resources.

The Weapon Related Injury Surveillance System (WRISS) is the first surveillance

system in the nation to track statewide fatal and nonfatal weapon injuries. The

information provided by WRISS is the foundation for interventions, education, and

enforcement. Because of the WRISS program, data have been compiled that depict

the extent, frequency, location, and nature of weapons-related injuries in the state.

The information is an important tool for law enforcement officers who can use the

data to identify and target specific neighborhoods where youth gun violence is

prevalent Although WRISS is a tremendous resource, continued funding for the

program has been uncertain. The cost ofmaintaining the program is approximately

$200,000. The Department ofPublic Health and the Legislature should not allow this

program to lapse.

• Community action and advocacy is essential. Groups such as Stop Handgun
Violence and Citizensfor Safety have generated a meaningful dialogue about firearms

that is promoting change. Their efforts, and the efforts of similar organizations, to

raise public awareness, promote firearms safety, advocate for legislative reform, and

get guns offthe streets through gun buy-back programs, are critically important.

3. Sustain, amplify, and replicate promising law enforcement initiatives that have helped to

reduce youth violence statewide.

In Boston and other cities in Massachusetts, we have seen that building partnerships and

coalitions enhances our ability to fight crime and restore safety. Programs such as those outlined

above are just some examples of cooperative law enforcement strategies that can make a difference.
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The initiatives cover a continuum ofcrime fighting approaches, from "order maintenance" techniques that

aim to improve the quality of life in a community, to neutralizing gang violence and gang-related

homicide. While each initiative is structured to advance unique goals, they share certain key ingredients,

or "staples for success." By examining these staples, communities across the state can identify,

replicate, adapt, and expand innovative law enforcement approaches to reduce youth violence.

Staplesfor SuccessfulLaw Enforcement Initiatives

Partnerships

Community-Based and Community-Driven Efforts

Targeted Resources

Committed Leadership

Information Sharing

• Partnerships between law enforcement agencies and across disciplines are crucial for

combating crime. Partnerships enable agencies working with the same population of

youth to share information, coordinate efforts, and maximize resources. Interagency

partnerships have dramatically improved our ability to identify, prosecute, and strictly

sanction hard-core offenders, reduce the incidence of gang violence, and interrupt the

juvenile gun market.

• Community-Based and Community-Driven Efforts are key components ofmany
promising law enforcement initiatives. Programs such as the SN1 include members of

the community as integral partners in crime reduction efforts. The cooperation has

opened the door for law enforcement officers and members ofthe community to

listen, share information, define problems, and set priorities for addressing problems.

• Targeted Resources focuses resources and efforts in the geographic areas where

crime and violence are concentrated. Working together, police, prosecutors,

probation officers, and others can identify "hot spots," or neighborhoods that

experience high levels of violence, and concentrate enforcement efforts to suppress

violent eruptions in these locations.

• Committed Leadership is a necessary element. While much ofthe actual work is

done on the neighborhood level, coordinated law enforcement efforts have been, and

must continue to be, supported by the leadership ofthe participating agencies and the

community.

• Information Sharing is truly at the core ofthese components. Information sharing,

when appropriate, makes it possible for coordinated efforts to move forward. Too

often youth-related professionals work in isolation, and deal with small aspects of a

larger, multi-dimensional problem. Information sharing breaks such seclusion, and

facilitates the development of comprehensive responses.

We know how to pull together to reduce the level of violence in our communities. However,

we can not rest on our successes. We must continue to identify new approaches, and replicate our

success across the Commonwealth.
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SECTION TWO

Identifying, Building, and Mobilizing
Community Resources to Prevent Youth Violence

Findings

Police and prosecutors cannot deal with youth violence prevention

alone. Every segment of the community must join in the response to

youth violence.

Every community has a range of assets and resources that can

contribute to prevention efforts.

It is evident, as our luncheon series revealed, that the strongest power base for addressing

youth violence is at the local level. Communities know firsthand about the resources, assets,

challenges, and particular gaps that exist They are also best situated to develop bold, innovative

programs to address these challenges and create solutions that fit the specific needs of their

neighborhoods.

Goals

Identify and mobilize community assets for preventing violence.

Define existing gaps and set priorities for action.

Leverage new commitments and private resources to support

violence prevention initiatives.

Every community has a range of assets that can contribute to youth violence prevention.

The major challenge for a community is to decide the best way to identify and marshal its resources

to prevent violence and encourage community development. How can we enlighten all segments of

the community to the fact that everyone stands to gain from promoting child welfare and reducing

youth violence? The recommendations below are intended to give communities ideas for an action

plan to address youth violence prevention.

11
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RecommendationsforAction

1

.

Establish violence prevention councils in every community to guide

violence prevention efforts.

2. Conduct a "community assessment" to identify and coordinate local

resources.

3. Focus community assessment on early childhood resources within the

community to strengthen violence prevention efforts.

4. Involve local youth in community planning and the development of

strategies to prevent youth violence.

5. Create a network of community-based services to promote early

intervention with at-risk children as soon as they are identified.

1. Establish violence prevention councils in every community to guide violence prevention

efforts.

As a first step, we recommend that communities establish a local violence prevention council

to coordinate enforcement, prevention/early intervention, and community revitalization efforts. To

be most effective, there must be broad representation of individuals, organizations, and local leaders.

Many examples exist ofcommunities that have established local councils to steer crime prevention

efforts. For example, the city of Springfield established a Violence Prevention Task Force, which

has been in existence for almost five years. The task force consists of nearly all ofthe stakeholders

in the community, including the District Attorney's Office, the Mayor's Office, representatives from

community-based organizations and schools, the Attorney General's Office, and the U.S. Attorney's

Office.

2. Conduct a "community assessment" to identify and coordinate local resources.

We suggest that every violence prevention council conduct a thorough assessment of the

community to map out the assets, resources, and challenges that exist, and the desired goals. The

community assessment provides a snapshot ofthe present status ofthe community, and a blueprint

for action. Undertaking a rigorous community assessment can be a catalyst for action and problem

solving. Each community has a unique array of assets, capabilities, and resources that can contribute

to preventing youth violence. Police, schools, community colleges, universities, religious groups,

hospitals, businesses, cultural groups, libraries, clubs, parks, courts, streetworkers, youth, private

nonprofit organizations, and public dollars, are all examples of vital resources that can be tapped.

The key is to identify all ofthe assets within a community and connect them in ways that enhance

their effectiveness.

12
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Prevention Checkpoints

What resources can we mobilize for:

• Maternal and prenatal care?

• Family support, e.g., newborn home visiting?

• Child care?

• Preschool and early learning?

V Physical and mental health services?

S School-based violence prevention, e.g., peer mediation?

y After-school activities?

V Truancy and dropout prevention?

• Alternative education?

• Mentoring?

V School-to-work programs?

V Jobs for youth?

3. Focus community assessment on early childhood resources within the community to

strengthen violence prevention efforts.

Many community councils, for valid reasons, focus largely on law enforcement strategies and

intervention programs targeted to teenagers. However, these councils can also play a central role in

the community's efforts to establish a comprehensive primary prevention strategy, by devoting

specific attention to early childhood resources and efforts within the community. Two steps can help

accomplish this goal:

(1) Councils can expand their 'target population" to include infants and young children

as well as teens; and

(2) Councils can actively enlist organizations that may not traditionally have had a seat at

the table—such as preschools, elementary schools, hospitals, and health care centers

—

but that can provide information about the status ofyoung children in the community.

By explicitly defining "early childhood" as a focus and as a priority, the councils can

coordinate and initiate efforts that will help to provide children with a healthy and safe start.

Programs focused on prenatal and infant development, child care, early education, and parenting, are

examples ofthese efforts. Ultimately, creating a continuum of care for children in the early years of

life will reduce the need for intervention efforts and crime fighting tactics down the line.

4. Involve local youth in community planning and the development of strategies to prevent

youth violence.

"Seeing kids like us who want to make a difference is what is going

to help. Younger kids are going to look up to us. They are going to

see us making a difference, and they are going to want tofollow

us—follow our example. So, I think it can really start with us.

"

Josh, Student, May 1, 1997

13
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All too often, youth are overlooked as one of the most powerful assets we have to combat

youth violence. Most young people are not involved in violent crime, and can make essential

contributions to their communities when afforded the opportunity. Young people can offer unique

perspectives on violence prevention because they have firsthand knowledge ofthe issues and

challenges facing their peers. They can also serve as valuable role models, helping to deglamorize

violence and fostering a climate of intolerance for it.

Specific projects and programs can help connect youth with their community in ways that

increase their self-esteem and level of competency, while at the same time improve the quality of life

ofthe whole community. The Dorchester Youth Collaborative (DYC) is an example ofthis type of

program. DYC is a Police Community Partnership program ofthe Safe Neighborhood Initiative in

Dorchester. DYC provides services to a multiracial group of high-risk youth and gang associates

who are between the ages of 14 and 17. Besides services such as counseling, educational support,

mediation, and recreational activities, DYC also uses a "peer role model" approach to engage youth

in extended community service projects.

5. Create a network of community-based services to promote early intervention with at-risk

children as soon as they are identified.

Professionals who work on the "front lines," such as police, teachers, and health care

providers, often report that it is not difficult to identify children who are at-risk. The difficulty is

knowing what to do to help these children. Most ofus do not want to turn a blind eye to a child in

need—we just do not know how to intervene.

We know, for example, that children who are the victims ofviolence are at great risk for

becoming either perpetrators ofviolence or re-victimized. Shocking preliminary data from Boston

hospitals show children who were treated for a violence-related injury are ten times more likely to

return to the emergency room for another violence-related injury within one year.26 Thus, every time

a young person walks out ofan emergency room without any followrup services after a violent

injury, we run the risk ofmissing a critical opportunity to prevent another violent crime from

occurring.

We must overcome unnecessary obstacles to providing at-risk children and families with

swift and effective intervention services. For example, in nearly every community across the state,

professionals—such as teachers, health care providers, and police—encounter at-risk children, but

are unable to provide the necessary intervention services; are not aware of the services that exist in

the community; and do not have a way to connect the children with appropriate services in the

community.

Communities should confront this problem head-on. Professionals who identify at-risk

children and families should have access to a network ofcommunity-based services, and the tools to

link at-risk children to those services immediately. The City ofBoston has established the Youth

Service Providers Network, which is made up of successful youth service organizations, in

partnership with the Boston Police. The Network created a Case Management Referral System,

which is a tool used by police officers to obtain services for at-risk youth whom they encounter.

Police provide social workers based in the local police stations with the names and phone numbers

14
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ofyouth in need, and the social workers reach out to the young people and their families to create a

plan for services provided by agencies in the Network.

We should expand upon such innovative approaches, to enable professionals from a range of

disciplines—schools, hospitals, religious institutions, and Community-Based Juvenile Justice

projects—to reach at-risk youth and their families as soon as they are identified.
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SECTION THREE

Early Prevention: Building the Basics

Violenceprevention is nothing more complicated than the basic

care andprotection ofchildrenfrom the moment they're born, or

even before they're born.

Jack P. Shonkoff, M.D., February 12, 1997

Findings

The first three years of life are critically important for a child's brain

development, and have a profound impact throughout the life span.27

Children who have been abused or have witnessed abuse are twice as

likely to engage in violence as adolescents than their non-abused

peers.28

In Massachusetts, the number ofwomen in the paid workforce with

children between the ages of and 5 years has more than doubled

since 1970, reaching approximately 60% in 1990.29

For every dollar spent on high-quality early education and care,

$7 are saved in remedial education, criminal justice spending, and

welfare costs.30

To tackle the problem ofyouth violence effectively, we must begin at ground zero, quite

literally, before birth and throughout the first few years of life. We now know that this is the critical

time for prevention efforts, because the experiences that children endure during these years

significantly influence their futures.

There are clear connections between early life experiences—such as child abuse and neglect

and children witnessing violence—and tragic life outcomes. Ifwe start with proper care from the

outset, we are less likely to need drastic remedial and punitive measures later.

Goals

Build a strong foundation of support for the basic care and protection

of children, including safe homes.

Ensure families have access to five indispensable services to help

prevent child maltreatment and promote the health and well-being of

children and families:

Maternal and prenatal care;

Health and mental heath care;

Family support and parenting services;

Child care; and

Early education and preschool.
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RecommendationsforAction

1

.

Enact newborn home visiting legislation to cover all first-time

mothers under the age of2 1

.

2. Establish a comprehensive continuum of early childhood care and

education for children from birth to age 6.

3. Establish mechanisms to identify and immediately respond to

children who witness violence.

1. Enact newborn home visiting legislation to cover all first-time mothers under the age of 21.

A significant amount of research has linked child abuse and neglect to crime and

delinquency.31 Consider these statistics: 78% ofthe nation's prisoners were abused as children.32

Children who have been abused or who have witnessed abuse, are twice as likely to engage in

violence as adolescents than their non-abused peers.33 The Department of Youth Services has

estimated that the rate of violent crime perpetrated by juveniles who suffered physical abuse as a

child is double the rate of a comparison group.34 Thus, any program with a proven track record of

decreasing the level of child abuse in the community can be a potent anti-crime tool.

Newborn home visiting is a model that has proved its effectiveness in reducing child abuse

and neglect and promoting the healthy development of children. Studies conducted in Hawaii, the

state with the oldest comprehensive home visiting program, show that less than 1% ofover 2,000

high-risk, young families initially served by a home visitor had any reported child abuse and

neglect.35 The program was credited with decreasing the overall abuse and neglect of at-risk children

in the state ofHawaii from 19% to 4%.36

Home visiting decreases abuse and neglect and out-of-home placement by strengthening

parenting skills, enhancing parental involvement with infants, facilitating the early detection ofchild

abuse and neglect, and reducing emergency room visits and injury rates. Moreover, home visiting

enhances children's health by improving the use ofprenatal services and encouraging full

immunization, well-child care visits, and optimal nutrition.

Massachusetts has already expressed a commitment to newborn home visiting. In the FY
1998 state budget, the Legislature approved $5 million for the creation ofa newborn home visitation

program for teen mothers—a truly commendable step. The pending legislation, House Bill No. 3062

and Senate Bill No. 479, would build upon this important effort by extending the age of eligible first-

time mothers from 19 to 21, and guaranteeing a multi-year commitment to newborn home visitation

in the Commonwealth.

2. Establish a comprehensive continuum of early childhood care and education for children

from birth to age 6.

Research confirms that early childhood care and education can be remarkably effective in

reducing violent and delinquent behavior later in life. A mounting body of research suggests that
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high-quality, structured child care and early learning programs can prevent violence and delinquency

from occurring in the first place, and can result in significant long-term financial savings.

A landmark study on the benefits of early childhood programs in reducing violence is the

High Scope/Perry Preschool study, which examined the lives of 123 children who participated in the

Perry Preschool Program. When they attended the preschool, the children were living in poverty and

considered at-risk for future criminal behavior. The children were evaluated at age 19 and again at

age 27, and compared with a similar group of children who did not attend preschool. The study

found many long-lasting effects of the program, including dramatically lower delinquency and arrest

rates for the preschool attendees. Only 7% of the preschool participants had five or more arrests,

while 35% ofthose who did not participate became repetitive offenders. A striking cost-benefit

analysis showed that for every dollar invested in high quality preschool programs, seven dollars are

saved in criminal justice spending, welfare costs, and remedial education services.37

Because it is evident that prevention efforts need to start early, the time has come to think of

the early years of a child's life—particularly the care and education a child receives from birth to age

6—in a comprehensive and systematic way. The need for high-quality and accessible early

childhood services has never been greater. In Massachusetts, the number ofwomen in the paid

workforce with children between the ages of and 5 more than doubled since 1970, reaching

approximately 60% in 1990.38

Accordingly, there should be a comprehensive, well-funded system of early care and

education services for children. The mission of this system would be to increase access to high-

quality child care and education for families, and deliver a comprehensive range of services to young

children. Such an approach would not only enable children to enter school ready to learn and

participate, but would result in a long-term cost savings.

Families across the Commonwealth face the challenge of finding and affording high-quality

child care services and early learning programs for children between the ages of and 6. Despite an

overwhelming demand, many families are unable to access these services, and quality is

inconsistent. Hardest hit in Massachusetts are the families in poverty and low-income working

families. Child care costs an average of$5,000 to $8,000 per child per year, and that means for a

family with one worker earning a minimum wage, child care costs for one child represent 46% to

73% ofthat family's income.39 State funding for child care for low-income working families

decreased by 20% between 1989 and 1996, leaving an estimated 10,000 families on income-eligible

waiting lists.
40

The quality of child care and preschool programs is an equally important concern. A 1995

national study, The Costs, Quality and Child Outcomes in Child Care Centers, reported that most

children in child care centers in the United States are receiving "poor or mediocre care, with almost

half ofthe infants and toddlers in rooms of less than minimal quality."41 The report called the

situation of infant and toddler care in this country "of grave concern ... [a situation that] endangers

children's health and safety . . . [and] may compromise children's ability to enter school ready to

learn."42 Currently, early childhood service providers are the lowest paid human service workers in

Massachusetts, earning approximately one-half the salary ofcomparably qualified public school

teachers. The quality of early childhood programming depends largely on the ability to attract and
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keep a skilled and stable workforce of teachers and caregivers. We must improve the compensation

and opportunities for professional development of child care and preschool professionals.

Recently, two significant steps to address problems related to child care have been taken.

The 1998 budget included an increase in funding for child care for low income and working families,

the first significant increase since 1989. Advocates point out that this increase will only make a dent

in the massive income-eligible waiting lists.
43 In addition, on July 1, 1997, the "Office of Child Care

Services" (OCCS) was established. Formerly known as the Office For Children, OCCS will be

responsible for consolidating all ofthe subsidized child care units from the Department of Social

Services, Department of Transitional Assistance, and the Executive Office of Health and Human
Services under one agency.

Although these actions reflect a willingness to eliminate fragmentation for child care

services, more work needs to be done to create a complete and seamless system of child care and

early education.

We should take action to:

Create a coordinated system of early childhood services;

Increase the affordability and accessibility of high-quality child care and education;44

Centralize responsibility for services for children from birth to age 6 within one

agency;

Include parental/family support as an integral component of early childhood efforts;

Create a "career ladder" certification and professional development program for early

care and education providers, and promote adequate compensation for them;

Increase incentives to encourage family day care providers to become better trained; and

Help cities and towns in moving from half-day to full-day kindergarten programs.

Presently, a number of bills are pending in the Legislature to unify and coordinate early care

and education.43

3. Establish mechanisms to identify and immediately respond to children who witness violence.

Children who are the victims and witnesses of violence are at a much higher risk for

engaging in violence later in life. The injuries ofyoung victims sometimes are not readily visible.

In addition, young victims and witnesses ofviolence often remain silent and go undetected.

Immediate intervention services are vital for these young people.

Support and counseling must be provided to children who witness violence and to their

families as soon as they are identified, to counteract their traumatic experiences. To enable this to

happen, we must train the people who work with children to identify these victims, and to link them

with necessary services and support.

The Child Witness to Violence Project (CWVP) at Boston Medical Center is an example of

one Massachusetts program that provides services to these victims and their families. The CWVP
also trains professionals in the community who are likely to encounter children who witness
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violence. In April 1997, the Office of the Attorney General and the CWVP were awarded a grant,

funded under the Violence Against Women Act, to conduct a comprehensive, statewide training

program to train human service professionals, police, probation officers, health care providers,

school personnel, parents, and others to use existing resources to target and respond to children

affected by domestic violence, and to build on similar programs that are currently working in certain

communities. We must build on these efforts to ensure that every community is equipped to

intervene with the children who witness violence in their homes and in their neighborhoods.

Benchmarksfor the Future

1

.

Universal access to prenatal care.

2. Comprehensive health care coverage from infancy through adulthood

for all children.

3. High-quality, available parenting and family support programs in

every community.

1. Universal access to prenatal care.

Mounting evidence shows that children born with developmental and cognitive disabilities

face a greater risk for involvement in violence and delinquency later in life.
46 We know that women

who receive a full course ofprenatal care are far more likely to deliver healthy, full-term, normal-

weight babies than women who do not receive such care. We also know that an infant's capacity for

learning in the critical years following birth is intimately tied to healthy brain development in utero.

Thus, the prenatal care that women receive has profound and long-term implications.

In Massachusetts, those least likely to receive adequate prenatal care 47 are teenage mothers,

and mothers from minority groups.48 In setting goals for the future, we must strive to achieve

universal access to prenatal care, with a particular focus on reducing the disparities that exist in the

distribution ofprenatal care, and overcoming racial, cultural, linguistic, and geographical barriers to

accessing prenatal care services.

2. Comprehensive health care coverage from infancy through adulthood for all children.

Thefirst levelforprevention is really getting down to the basics ofcomprehensive

preventive health servicesfor children and the care andprotection provided by

nurturing caregivers. Very specifically, we're talking about comprehensive

primary care and high-quality child care that isfully implemented andfully

funded
Jack P. Shonkoff, M.D., February 12, 1997

We must continue to strive to provide all children in Massachusetts with high quality,

comprehensive physical and mental health care from infancy through adulthood. This includes

preventive well-child care and catastrophic coverage when needed. We have recently made

progress toward attaining this goal. An infusion of federal aid allows for the expansion of Medicaid

to thousands of children in Massachusetts. While approximately 50,000 children remain ineligible
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to receive Medicaid, the Commonwealth's Children's Medical Security Plan (CMSP) has been

enacted to provide coverage for those children.49 The CMSP provides a safety net that did not

previously exist, and therefore is a very important step. Nevertheless, the CMSP is a much more

limited form of coverage as compared with Medicaid, leaving critical services, such as mental health

care, uncovered.

We must also take steps to address the disparities that exist along racial and economic lines

in terms of the quality and quantity ofhealth care for children. For instance, Massachusetts recently

took pride in the fact that the 1996 Annie E. Casey Kids Count Data Report, a national ranking on

the well-being of children, documented a major decline in the overall rate of infant mortality in the

Commonwealth. A closer look at this information, however, reveals that, for example, the mortality

rate ofAfrican-American infants (16.1%) is more than three times greater than that of white infants

(S.2%).50

Based on this information, we must continue efforts to provide comprehensive health care for

children, with a particular view toward:

S Expanding the benefits covered under the CMSP to match those covered under

Medicaid;

S Conducting extensive outreach by those responsible for carrying out the expansion of

Medicaid, including the Department of Public Health and the Department of Medical

Assistance, to ensure that all children get the care they need;

S Overcoming barriers to accessing health care in each community, including those

pertaining to culture, language, and geography; and
S Eliminating racial and economic disparities in the care provided.

3. High-quality parenting and family support programs in every community.

For many families, the combination of stress, inadequate preparation for parenting, and an

inability to access sufficient support, creates a heightened risk for child abuse and maltreatment.

Parent and family support programs can help to address these factors and reduce the risks ofchild

maltreatment.

The seminal Starting Points report by the Carnegie Corporation's Task Force on Meeting the

Needs ofOur Youngest Children, identified four key areas that constitute vital starting points for

young children and their families:

• Promote responsible parenthood;

• Guarantee quality child care choices;

• Ensure good health and protection; and

• Mobilize communities to support young children and their families.51

Effective parenting education and support can build on families' strengths, helping parents to

be more knowledgeable, confident, and capable. The Carnegie Task Force recommends that parents
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have access to parent education and parent-to-parent support, especially when their children are

infants and toddlers.

There are many models of successful parenting education and family support programs that

can be adapted to suit specific community and individual needs. We must focus on supporting

families as a key step in improving the well-being of children in the Commonwealth.
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SECTION FOUR

Early Intervention: Building Safe Schools,
Safe Spaces, and Safe Futures

Findings

The peak hours for violent juvenile crime are from 3:00 p.m. to

8:00 p.m.52

Adolescents spend approximately 40% of their time not involved in

structured activities such as school or work.33

Experts estimate that between five and seven million "latchkey"

children are home alone after school, and that roughly 35% of

twelve-year-olds are regularly left alone while their parents are at

work.54

Truancy and dropping out of school are two of the greatest predictors

of delinquency.

There are proven benefits, including lower juvenile arrest rates, of

after-school programs.55

There are proven benefits, including a decreased risk for engaging in

violence, from mentoring.56

"An open letter to my brother. Thankyoufor quitting the gang. When you were 11 years

old, the age that Iam now, you looked up andsaw our older brother selling drugs and running
the gangs. Firstyou looked up at them and thenyoufollowed them. Every time 1 said good-bye, I

was scared that it would beforever. I watchedMom looking everywhereforyou, and I knew that

she wouldn'tfindyou, becauseyou were on the corner selling drugs.

Then one dayyou quit the gang and started hanging out with the Dorchester Youth

Collaborative [DYC] guys. When you were home, you never answered thephone. When your

fellowsfrom the gang called, I used to lieforyou. I told them thatyou were out with your

girlfriend andyou didn V even have a girlfriend. Thankyoufor quitting the gang. I don 't even

think offollowing the gang. I willfollowyou

.

.

.

Kids . . . have a lot ofchances to [do] bad things. It is easy to steal cars, sell drugs andjoin

gangs. Meanwhile, big bro, we have [chances] to go to a safe haven youth center. There are a lot

ofkidsjust like us who don 7 have a safe haven to go to...

Letter from Anthony, age 1 1, to his brother, as read by his friend Chandan,

May 1, 1997
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Goals

Ensure that each and every school is a safe place, where real learning

can occur.

Provide school-age children and youth with safe, structured places to

go, and enriching activities to engage in, when they are not in school.

Ensure that youth have hope for their futures and the skills to

accomplish their goals.

For many young people, staying on the right track and out oftrouble is a constant struggle.

Society's challenge is to offer them positive alternatives to a life of crime, because a young person

who does not believe in the future is not easily deterred by the threat of incarceration. To be able to

make positive choices, every young person must have access to four important things:

• Rigorous, high-quality education;

• Guidance and support from caring adults;

* Meaningful opportunities and creative outlets; and

* Safe, structured activities and spaces.

Any one ofthese critical components could be a beacon that steers a young person away from

violence and delinquency.

RecommendationsforAction

1

.

Make standard in all public schools from kindergarten through grade

twelve effective peer mediation programs, substance abuse

prevention programs, teen dating violence prevention projects, and

violence prevention curricula, to improve the safety of school-aged

youth.

2. Develop swift and effective responses to truancy and dropping out of

school.

3. Provide alternative education for students excluded from school.

4. Ensure that all children have a caring adult or mentor in their lives.

5. Develop high-quality and safe programming and activities for

children and youth during the hours that they are not in school.

6. Develop collaborative efforts to provide jobs for youth and expand

school-to-work partnerships to prepare all interested students for the

world ofwork.
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1. Make standard in all public schools from kindergarten through grade twelve effective peer

mediation programs, substance abuse prevention programs, teen dating violence prevention

projects, and violence prevention curricula, to improve the safety of school-aged youth.

We know that children and youth have many opportunities to engage in risky and life-

threatening behaviors, including violence. Because of the unique opportunity that schools have to

have an impact on the attitudes and behaviors of children, we frequently turn to schools to help us

deal with an array of social problems. Schools are also often the place where these problems

surface. It is imperative that we teach children the skills to avoid violence and other dangerous

behaviors, including tobacco, alcohol, and other drug use; risky sexual behavior; and association

with gangs; to maximize school safety and promote early intervention.

We should support school districts in developing effective prevention programs and other

interventions beginning in elementary school. Such measures may include:

• Drug and alcohol abuse resistance programs;

• Violence prevention and avoidance programs;

• Peer mediation programs; and

• Strengthening resources for guidance counselors to intervene early with troubled

students.

These programs must be comprehensive and sustained throughout a child's school career.

Promoting positive behavior, and developing skills that help children to avoid all types of risk-taking

conduct, can often be integrated into the existing curricula, culture, and climate ofthe school.

However, there are a variety of approaches, including specific curricula, programs, and

presentations, that are available to help schools address troublesome behavior and teach prevention.

SCORE: Peer mediation programs, such as the Attorney General's SCORE "• M

(Student Conflict Resolution Experts) program, can help change the climate and

culture ofthe school such that fewer conflicts erupt into violence. The driving force

of SCORE ispeer mediation—students in conflict with each other voluntarily meet

in private with neutral student mediators, and together they come to an agreement that

everyone can live with. Teachers, principals, and students routinely report that

SCORE has changed the atmosphere in their schools by:

• Decreasing physical violence;

• Promoting respect for diversity;

• Resolving conflict; and

• Developing life skills.

SCORE mediators are drawn from student volunteers representative of the student

body. Once trained, they mediate a variety of issues, ranging from minor

disagreements between two students to long-standing or major conflicts between

large volatile groups of students. Remarkably, statistics from SCORE reveal that

97% of all the cases mediated are resolved successfully. Moreover, in schools that

experienced a high level of racial tension before initiating a SCORE program, the

number of conflicts involving racial issues have dropped.
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Currently, there are 22 SCORE programs in middle schools and high schools in 19

cities and towns in the Commonwealth. Peer mediation programs can reduce

violence in the schools, and should be in every middle school and high school in

Massachusetts.

Violence Prevention Curricula: Many schools have implemented curricula, such as

the Violence Prevention Curriculum for Adolescents created by Dr. Deborah

Prothrow-Stith ofthe Harvard School of Public Health, to develop skills that help

children and youth avoid violence. Until recently, only anecdotal evidence existed to

demonstrate that violence prevention curricula achieved the results ofreducing

violent behavior. However, recent studies have confirmed that these curricula can

work.59

Substance Abuse Prevention Programs: Research indicates that properly designed

school-based substance abuse prevention programs that build skills for identifying

and resisting pressures to use controlled substances, and aim to improve general

competence and self-esteem, are effective in reducing substance abuse among

adolescents. Two other elements that are key to effective substance abuse prevention

are early intervention and the use of ongoing intervention during the high school

years to strengthen and sustain the positive effects accrued earlier.

Teen Dating Violence Prevention Programs: A 1994 report by the Office of the

Commissioner ofProbation documented that in the span ofone school year, 757

domestic violence restraining orders (including those requested by parents) were

issued by the district and probate courts ofthe Commonwealth against adolescents

between 1 1 and 17 years of age.60 Dating violence among teenagers is a serious

problem and can jeopardize school safety. To address teen dating violence, we
recommend that schools develop a comprehensive response to the issue, which

includes: (1) developing a written school policy; (2) training for the school staffand

community to increase awareness; (3) establishing school-based counseling,

intervention services, and referral resources; and (4) fostering a school climate that

has "zero tolerance" for dating violence.61

2. Develop swift and effective responses to truancy and dropping out of school.

We know that truancy and dropping out of school are two ofthe most significant predictors

for violence and delinquency. For example, recent studies in Dade County, Florida, documented that

between 75-85% of serious juvenile offenders had been truant or chronically absent from school.62

In addition, the chances ofending up on public assistance, in prison, and impoverished are all

associated with truancy and not completing high school. Thus, effective intervention with truant

students at an early point may help prevent crime and save money and resources down the line.

The crime prevention benefits of anti-truancy measures have been well documented.

According to the United States Department of Education, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, reported a 33%
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decrease in daytime burglaries and a 29% decrease in daytime aggravated batteries since the creation

of their Truancy Abatement and Burglary Suppression initiative. Also, Rohner Park, California,

showed a 75% decrease in daytime burglaries after initiating their anti-truancy program.63

There are a number ofpromising programs and strategies in communities around the country

that target truancy reduction. School systems should work in partnership with local police, the

district attorney's office, parents, and local service providers to develop effective responses to

truancy in their communities. We have identified some common components of effective truancy

initiatives, including: forming multi-agency collaborations (schools, police, prosecutors, and social

services); identifying and addressing the root causes of truancy; involving parents in truancy

prevention and intervention efforts; and developing firm and swift responses to truant students.

3. Provide alternative education for students excluded from school.

Every student, teacher, and parent deserves a school that is safe, secure, and conducive to

learning. We cannot tolerate violence, drugs, or seriously disruptive behavior that undermines the

public education system and compromises the ability of teachers to teach and children to learn.

Accordingly, we must continue to support efforts to address violence and deal with disruption of

learning within our schools, including, when necessary, the exclusion of students who engage in

violent or unlawful behavior. It is also important to remember, however, that the exclusion of

students from school has ramifications beyond the school building: youth who are not in school are

more likely to engage in criminal activity, violent behavior, or risky sexual activity.
64

While a few students who are excluded from school have engaged in such serious

wrongdoing that they must be placed in the juvenile or adult correctional system where they may
receive education, many others will remain on the street with no opportunity for productive activity

unless alternative educational arrangements are in place for them. The number of excluded students

is growing in Massachusetts: between the 1993-94 and 1995-96 school years, the number of students

excluded from all levels ofschool increased from 958 to 1,482.
65 More than two-thirds ofthese

students were excluded for thirty days or more, and ofthe 1,482 excluded in 1995-96, almost 40%
received no alternative education.66 Additionally, in 1996 an estimated 8,177 students dropped out

ofhigh school.67 If offered an alternative means to obtain a high school diploma or its equivalent,

many ofthese students might take advantage ofthe opportunity.

We recognize the very real financial constraints on school systems that make it difficult for

many ofthem, particularly the smaller ones, to fully fund alternative educational programs. On the

other hand, there are enormous long-term costs for society as a whole if students are excluded from

school without being provided with alternative education. These include the costs of youth

correctional services, adult incarceration, and public assistance, associated with a poorly educated

population.

The following steps, some of which were included in the 1994 report of the Commission on

Alternative Education, should be taken now:

• Reintegrate students into the public schools where appropriate, and where they no

longer pose a threat to other students and teachers.
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• Provide a variety of alternative programs for students who cannot be safely and

appropriately placed in a traditional public school setting. Ideally, such programs

should address the many needs of out-of-school youth, and offer not only educational

skills, but school-to-work experiences, job development and placement, and flexible

hours or child care, if needed.

• Develop creative alternatives for funding such programs that would not drain

resources from traditional public schools. These might include separate state grant

funding, awarding charters to alternative programs as part ofthe charter school

program, retention by the state Department ofEducation ofa percentage ofthe per

pupil cost ofthe excluded student to provide seed money for alternative programs,

and multi-district programs that could pool funding to maximize resources.68

4. Ensure that all children have a caring adult or mentor in their lives.

We must be committed to ensuring that every young person has a relationship with at least

one caring adult. For some, this task may seem simple. However, we know that there are fewer

adults in families today who are available to provide guidance and care, and that many children grow

up without much positive interaction with adults.

An array of studies on resiliency suggests that this abandonment of children is more than just

an unfortunate situation—it is also a missed opportunity that may have significant repercussions in

the future. A telling study by William Kornblum and Terry Williams followed 900 impoverished

children in urban and rural areas across the United States and concluded that "the most significant

factor" determining whether or not these teenagers would end up on the street corner or in a stable

job **is the presence or absence of adult mentors."69

There is powerful evidence that mentoring works. In a landmark study conducted by Public/

Private Ventures, 1,000 young people on the waiting list ofBig Brothers Big Sisters ofAmerica

—

mostly urban youth aged 10 to 14—were randomly assigned to two groups. Members ofone group

were assigned a mentor; members ofthe other group remained on the waiting list Comparing the

two groups 18 months later, the children with mentors were:

• 46% less likely to begin using illegal drugs;

• 27% less likely to begin using alcohol;

• 53% less likely to skip school; and

• 33% less likely to hit someone.70

Rather than focusing separately on discrete problems such as drugs, alcohol, school dropout,

and youth violence—-all ofwhich may affect the same child—mentoring deals with all ofthese

problems simultaneously, by addressing the needs ofa child as a whole.

Other studies cite supportive adults as a key factor in the resiliency of at-risk children.71

Anecdotally, many young people have stated their desire for positive role models and adults who
would be supportive and caring.

72 Furthermore, older children benefit by mentoring younger

children.
73
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The challenge is to take mentoring to scale. Of the 12 million at-risk children in the United

States, only 300,000 to 400,000 currently receive the benefits ofmentoring. As the largest program,

Big Brothers Big Sisters ofAmerica reaches 105,000 young people, with 30,000 more on its waiting

list.

Volunteer mentors can have a significant impact on at-risk youth, and can help meet the

overwhelming demand for mentors. One effort to recruit volunteer mentors is the Harvard

Mentoring Project, an initiative of the Center for Health Communication at the Harvard School of

Public Health. The Project is a national mass media campaign designed to promote the widespread

acceptance ofa community ethic in which individuals accept a shared responsibility for the well-

being of all children. Using advertising, entertainment programming, and news, the Project seeks to

motivate people to volunteer at existing mentoring projects, and to encourage businesses, religious

groups, and civic organizations to launch new mentoring projects. In Massachusetts, there are

several examples of employers, including BankBoston, who encourage their employees to become

mentors.

Massachusetts has pledged to provide 50,000 additional mentors by the year 2000 as one of

five goals of the Massachusetts Summit: The Promise ofOur Youth, a statewide campaign inspired

by the Presidents' Summit for America's Future led by General Colin Powell in April 1997. This is

a goal we fully embrace, and is one piece of a necessary response to provide every child in the

Commonwealth with a positive relationship with a caring adult.

5. Develop high-quality and safe programming and activities for children and youth during the

hours that they are not in school.

Kids are more at risk between 3:00 and 6:00p.m.—what they call the 'risk opportunity

hours'. . . Most teenagepregnancies occur between 3:00 and 6:00p.m. Mostjuvenile

delinquencies occur between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m.—after school and before parents. It is

easyfor us to identify the riskfactors. What has been difficult isfor us to address those

factors.

The Honorable Leslie Harris, February 12, 1997

Violence, risky sexual activity, and alcohol and other drug use are behaviors that many

young people engage in when adults are out of sight. However, contrary to popular belief, the peak

time for these behaviors is not late at night or in the early morning hours. It is right after schools let

out—when there is plenty ofunsupervised time for many children and youth, including "latchkey"

children who are home alone. The solution is clear: we must provide children of all ages with safe,

supervised, structured, and stimulating programming after school, and facilitate flexible hours for

working parents.

There are many good examples of high-quality after-school and youth programming in

Massachusetts' communities. Schools can play a very prominent role in responding to the need for

after-school care, by providing after-school programming, implementing longer school days, and

reinventing themselves as community schools. To increase after-school opportunities in the

Commonwealth, school systems, in cooperation with the larger community, should consider:
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Community Schools: Community schools redefine the concept of schools by

involving the family, the community, and the workplace to create learning centers for

the entire community. Typically, community schools provide academic,

extracurricular, recreational, health, social service, and workforce preparation

programs for people of all ages, full-time and year-round, and include the

participation of residents, public and private organizations, and human service

agencies.

Lengthening the SchoolDay and Year: Longer school hours and years have also

been adopted in some communities to address the problem of children going home to

empty or chaotic homes, where they have little supervision and few enrichment

activities. A number of charter schools, including the Boston Renaissance School,

which serve inner-city populations, have adopted longer school hours and have

concluded that they are beneficial to their students.

The regulations on student learning time adopted by the Massachusetts Department of

Education under the Education Reform Act have phased in somewhat longer school days over the past

few years, and tightened requirements about what types of activities can be counted as "structured

learning time." Evaluating the impact ofthese changes is important, and we should consider further

scheduling modifications to bridge the gap between academic schedules and those ofworking parents.

Community-based programs are also an important part of the solution. The YMCA and Boys

and Girls Clubs are other shining examples ofhigh-quality programming that exist in many areas.

Despite these excellent options, the need remains great, and many children still lack safe places to go

when school lets out. Communities should examine the availability and quality of after-school

programming, and work collaboratively with state and local service providers, businesses, religious

groups, and others to fill the void during high-risk hours.

In addition, it is an explicit goal ofthe Massachusetts Summit to double the number of safe

places and structured activities for youth by the year 2000; a Safe Haven Task Force was created

specifically to address this issue. The Summit also encourages communities to examine the

programming that is currently available for youth, and develop a plan to expand and enhance safe

places. We hope that the Summit, and the Safe Haven Task Force in particular, can serve as a

valuable resource to communities as they develop safe spaces for children and youth.

6. Develop collaborative efforts to provide jobs for youth and expand school-to-work

partnerships to prepare all interested students for the world ofwork.

For many young people, paid employment is one ofthe best alternatives they have to

"hanging out," a vital way for them to build self-esteem and to put into practice the skills and

knowledge they are accumulating in school. It is important that we focus on: (1) creating more

meaningful job opportunities for youth, and (2) preparing teens for the job opportunities so that they

are primed to succeed.
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Jobsfor Youth

The time that is spent out of school is critical for young people. If we are to steer youth away
from violence, substance abuse, and a myriad of other negative activities that can result in tragic

consequences, we must provide them with positive alternatives. Police and prosecutors have

recognized the tremendous impact jobs can have. Working at a meaningful job not only helps young

people use their time effectively but it can also provide them with a positive learning experience,

invaluable life skills, and a degree of financial independence, as well as enhanced self-esteem.

In Boston and elsewhere, law enforcement officials at all levels have committed themselves

to providing job opportunities for youth. Two specific programs, the SNI Jobs for Youth Program

and the Boston Jobs Project, aim to place at-risk youth in urban areas in substantive, year-round job

placements that will be a stepping stone for their futures. These programs also provide job readiness

training for young people and significant support throughout their placements.

In order for such programs to be successful, the business community must be a full partner in

efforts to provide jobs for young people. The Private Industry Council, John Hancock, and NYNEX
are just some ofthe organizations that have played a leadership role in the private sector's efforts to

address youth employment needs. While many programs have focused primarily on the need to

provide summer employment opportunities, jobs during the school year are equally important We
must build upon efforts currently in place and develop collaborations between the business

community, schools, and law enforcement to provide meaningful, year-round jobs for young people.

School-to-Work

Presently, 40 school-to-work partnerships, formed under the School-to-Work Opportunities

Act of 1994, exist in Massachusetts. These partnerships, involving schools, businesses, and labor

organizations, exist to help young people acquire the knowledge, skills, and information about the

labor market they need to make an effective transition from school to career-oriented work. If

properly structured, school-to-work partnerships offer students the opportunity to engage in

meaningful employment that can enhance their educational experience and prepare them for the

realities ofworking life. The optimal school-to-work experience involves a true partnership between

employers and schools, which can benefit both students and the business community. It is important

for a school liaison to oversee the worksites, ensuring that jobs are appropriate and in compliance

with state and federal laws regarding child labor. That person can also be available to discuss

students' and employers' concerns, and to ensure that the work experience is integrated into the

students' overall education. School curricula can also be used to integrate workplace issues into the

educational experience.

While the purpose ofsuch partnerships is to create more concrete links between academic

learning and workplace achievement for all students, they hold particular promise for at-risk and out-

of-school youth. Well-designed school-to-work partnerships should be made available to interested

students, and there should be a particular emphasis on making them available through alternative

education and other programs designed to reach at-risk, chronically truant, or out-of-school youth.
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Benchmarksfor the Future

1.

2.

The first and most important mission of every school is to

create an environment in which every student can achieve

academically.

Media take responsibility for deglamorizing violence and

increasing the coverage of positive youth activities.

1. The first and most important mission of every school is to create an environment in

which every student can achieve academically.

We now know that high-quality education is one of the most powerful tools any community

has for preventing violence. It has long been known that education is one of the only reliable means

for breaking the cycle of inter-generational poverty. Poor academic performance and violence are

clearly linked.
74

Considering this information, one of the most valuable contributions schools can make in

preventing youth violence is to maintain a clear and unwavering focus on fostering academic

achievement for all students. The state Education Reform Act of 1993 renewed the emphasis on

high academic performance by creating standards for academic achievement and mandates for a

more rigorous academic curriculum. High standards communicate to children that schools and

teachers are invested in learning, and that students can succeed.

We must also strive to ensure that students are engaged and active participants in their

learning. One ofthe most effective ways to do this is through small classrooms where teachers have

greater opportunities to respond to the specific learning styles ofthe students, and where positive

teacher-student relationships can be developed.75 In addition, involving parents and families in the

process ofeducating children is a key element in helping students achieve. While parents may
choose different levels ofinvolvement with their children's education, participation at some level

must continue to be encouraged by all schools.

2. Media take responsibility for deglamorizing violence and increasing the coverage of

positive youth activities.

Depictions ofviolence are a mainstay ofmany movies, television programs, news broadcasts,

newspapers, and music popular with young people. The effect of violence in the media has been

debated for decades. Because of its ubiquitous nature, television—both news and entertainment

programming—has been the subject ofmuch of the research.

A number of studies have shown an association between watching violence on television and

children's aggressive behavior.76 Depictions of violence on television can serve as models for

aggressive behavior, and make children more accepting of aggression; heavy exposure to television

violence can also desensitize young viewers.77
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Most experts agree that television violence is not the sole cause of youth violence, but that it

is a contributing factor. It is viewed as particularly detrimental to those young people who are

especially vulnerable—either because of their environment or the amount of television they view.

Some educators have denounced the way in which violence is often depicted: violence frequently is

shown as the only alternative to settling disputes, and it often does not show the consequences of

violent acts, including the physical and emotional suffering of victims and their loved ones. 78

Often it becomes the responsibility ofparents to gauge the appropriateness of media for their

children and to monitor their viewing habits. Parents can find assistance in this task with the recent

implementation of a television ratings system based on violent and/or sexual content and crude

language; the V-chip, a device that can censor television viewing in the home; and an increase in

educational programming geared to children.

There are numerous efforts to mitigate the effects of media violence, including school-based

media literacy initiatives, and parent education programs. Using the media in a positive way to

educate young people about alternatives to violence is the goal of the "Squash It!" Campaign to

Prevent Youth Violence," currently being conducted by Harvard's Center for Health Communication.

The "Squash It!" Campaign is working with the Hollywood creative community—as well as with

professional and collegiate sports leagues and the rap music industry—to promote a social norm that

says it is "cool" and smart to walk away from dangerous confrontations. "Squash It!" is a phrase

used by inner-city youth in Boston, Los Angeles, New York City, Chicago, Philadelphia,

Washington, D.C., Miami, Kansas City, and other urban centers to signal decisions to disengage

from potentially violent confrontations. Since the Campaign was launched in 1994, television

producers incorporated the "Squash It!" message in scripts and stage sets of such television

programs as "Beverly Hills 90210," "ER," "Family Matters," and "N.Y. Undercover." Networks

have been airing public service announcements (PSAs) that promote the "Squash It!" concept; these

PSAs feature young people, leading rap artists, and college basketball and football players. The

"Squash It!" Campaign is supported by major grants from the Joyce Foundation and Metropolitan

Life Foundation, with in-kind contributions from entertainment companies.

The news media—both television and print—have also been criticized for their depictions of

violence. What is particularly bothersome to many young people is that numerous stories about

youth are negative. Indeed, a 1994 study by Children Now, a children's advocacy group, indicated

that 40% of stories about young people involve them as perpetrators or victims of crimes.79

Newspapers and television news programs could make a positive contribution to the way in which

young people are depicted by including positive stories about young people more often.
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SECTION FIVE

Coordination of State Systems

Findings

In 1992, a law was enacted to create a full-time juvenile court system.

Five years later, the system is still not fully operational in the

Commonwealth.

Nearly 56% of youth committed to DYS first received services from

the Department of Social Services (DSS).80

78% of females committed to DYS first received services from

DSS.81

Almost 75% ofjuveniles committed to DYS were reported to have

been placed on probation at least once prior to their commitment.82

While local efforts are crucial to preventing youth violence, the responsibility for prevention

and intervention should not fall solely to communities. Local efforts to prevent youth violence must

be supported and enhanced at the state level, through the structure of state systems, the distribution

of services, and the allocation of resources. The state should be a full partner in expanding local

programs that have a proven track record in reducing violence.

Goals

Ensure that juvenile offenders are held accountable for their actions

swiftly and appropriately.

Maximize early opportunities to intervene with at-risk children and

families who are involved with the child welfare and juvenile justice

systems, to prevent future problems and conserve state resources.

Ensure that services to children and families are delivered in a

comprehensive fashion.
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RecommendationsforAction

The Juvenile Justice System

1

.

Take immediate action to achieve the statewide expansion of a full-

time juvenile court system.

2. Ensure the imposition of immediate sanctions for all juvenile

offenders, including first-time, nonviolent offenders.

3. Develop a strong system ofintermediate sanctions, including

intensive probation supervision for high-risk juvenile offenders.

4. Develop innovative approaches to strengthen accountability for

juvenile offenders.

Executive Agencies

5. Restructure the state human service agencies to create a

comprehensive service delivery system for children and families.

6. Continue to enhance intensive aftercare services for all DYS youth

transitioning out of secure residential placements.

7. Expand the range and number of services available to female

offenders committed to DYS.
8. Establish an Office ofData Collection, Evaluation, and Training.

The Juvenile Justice System

The juvenile justice system plays a central role in intervening with juvenile offenders and

responding to the aftermath of violence. Public safety is best served when each and every juvenile

offense is met with an immediate, certain, and appropriate response. The juvenile court and

correctional systems must therefore be poised to deal with delinquent offenders as soon as they are

identified or adjudicated, and to do so in a manner that embraces both short-term and long-term

public safety considerations. This requires two things:

1. A fully functional, fully operational juvenile court system; and

2. A strong system of graduated sanctions and dispositional options for young offenders,

including adult incarceration when appropriate.

1. Take immediate action to achieve the statewide expansion of a full-time juvenile court

system.

The Massachusetts Court Reform Act of 1992 created a full-time juvenile court system, and

five years later, we are still waiting for it to be fully established in the Commonwealth. The Juvenile

Court Department budget allocation of over $20 million for the 1998 fiscal year is a much-needed

boost toward creating a fully operational system. The Juvenile Court Department also estimates,
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however, that it will require additional funding to lease appropriate court facilities, for capital

improvements on existing courthouses, and to create new court facilities. Other needs include

modernization of the court's antiquated computer and communications systems, and additional

support staff.

Presently, full-time juvenile courts are operational in Barnstable, Boston, Bristol, Springfield,

and Worcester, and 33 juvenile court judges have been appointed. But shortages of resources

continue, and many ofthe newjudges are still sitting by designation as District Court judges, hearing

juvenile matters in a variety of locations during juvenile sessions of the district courts. According to

the Chief Justice ofthe Supreme Judicial Court, the Honorable Herbert P. Wilkins, the lack of space

is so severe that many juvenile court judges "are unable to work with dignity."*
3

Our part-time system ofjuvenile justice seriously compromises public safety because there

are so many juvenile cases and a scarce amount of time available to resolve them. In practice, this

means that juvenile delinquency cases—many involving serious, violent offenses—are continued

month after month without resolution. The bottom line is that juvenile offenders are not held

immediately accountable for their actions, and are not receiving the sanctions and services offered in

the juvenile justice system as promptly as they should be.

Equally important is the role ofthe juvenile court in adjudicating child welfare proceedings,

particularly those involving abused or neglected children. These proceedings determine nothing less

than the most central aspects ofthe child's existence—with whom the child will live on a daily

basis; whom the child can depend on for love and support; and whether the child must break off

attachments to birth parents—in essence, what kind of future that child will have. Delays in child

welfare proceedings can have a devastating impact on a child's life, because the longer a child

remains in foster care, the less likely it becomes that he or she will ever find a permanent home. The

resulting "foster care drift" can only magnify the problems ofchildren who have already been

victims ofabuse and neglect At present, continuances in these cases are the rule rather than the

exception. Trials are difficult to schedule, and are often drawn out over a period of weeks, months,

or even years. Without full implementation ofjuvenile court reform, these cases will continue to

linger.

In addition to expeditious implementation of the juvenile court, we recommend that the

juvenile court:

• Continue to promote intensive, special, and ongoing training for all juvenile court

personnel, including judges, court officers, and probation officers. The training

efforts should canvas the full range of unique and complex issues pertaining to child

welfare and juvenile delinquency matters, including issues related to the relevant laws

and procedures in juvenile matters; child development; community resources;

violence; substance abuse; health; racial, ethnic, and linguistic diversity; and mental

illness, mental retardation, and special needs.84

• Continue to strengthen collaborative relationships with the state human service

agencies, including the Departments of Social Services, Mental Health, and Youth

Services. The work ofthe juvenile court and the several human service agencies are
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inexorably linked. The court and the agencies must be able to work in unison to

protect and serve children, particularly children who have been abused and neglected,

and who are in need of services. The court-based staff of social workers and

professionals qualified to do specialized assessments should be augmented to permit a

broader range of services (e.g., parent education programs) to court clients.

• Maximize parental involvement in juvenile delinquency cases. The juvenile court can

help prevent crime by ensuring that parents and/or families are closely involved with

a juvenile's sentence or program. Policies that promote parental involvement may
also provide an opportunity to serve families in need of intervention. Another

innovative concept is enhancing youth education about the juvenile justice system. In

Maiden District Court, Judge Paul J. Cavanaugh has established Teen Advisory

Panels to help young people gain an understanding ofthe justice system. In this

program, teenagers meet with the judge on a monthly basis to discuss fact patterns of

typical cases, and give suggestions for sentences.

• Continue to examine reforms that will further expeditious resolutions in critical child

welfare proceedings, such as Care and Protection cases (C&Ps) and proceedings to

terminate parental rights. In recent years, the juvenile court has attempted to

promote, through clear policies and procedures, the swift resolution of child welfare

cases, such as C&Ps. Attention must remain focused on reforms to obtain speedy and

appropriate resolutions in these cases, including consideration of:

• Expediting the appellate process for these matters. Appeals from decisions

in C&P and termination of parental rights cases are often a multi-year process,

during which time permanent placement ofthe child is not possible. Attention

must be given to clogs in the system that allow children to remain in limbo,

without a permanent home, for unreasonable amounts oftime. One helpful

step would be to increase funding for stenographic services so that the

transcripts ofthese court proceedings can be prepared more expeditiously.

• Promote mediation in child welfare cases. Because the adversarial process

is both slow and destructive, the Court should explore opportunities to

promote a mediated solution in appropriate child welfare cases.

2. Ensure the imposition ofimmediate sanctions for all juvenile offenders, including first-time,

nonviolent offenders.

The juvenile justice system must be able to provide a swift, sure, and appropriate response

from the very first time a juvenile offends, to break an escalating pattern of criminal conduct.

Various types of immediate sanctions, including juvenile diversion programs, community service

and restitution programs, and teen courts/peer panels, have demonstrated effectiveness in preventing

further delinquent conduct by first-time, nonviolent juvenile offenders.

In Massachusetts, several promising models of diversion exist, including a Juvenile

Diversion Project in the city of Lawrence, operated by the Essex County District Attorney's Office.
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This program, established in 1981, provides first-time, nonviolent offenders the opportunity to

participate in appropriate counseling/education and community service projects in lieu of going

through the traditional court process. However, many communities across the state still do not have

formal programs to address this population of offenders. Communities should be examining the

availability of appropriate sanctions for low level offenders, in cooperation with the local district

attorney's office, police department, juvenile court department, and juvenile probation office.

Failure to provide quality interventions to address these young offenders could be a major—and

costly—missed opportunity to prevent violence.

Listed below are some practical pointers to look at in establishing immediate sanction

programs:

• The response must be swift. There must be an evident and meaningful connection

between the offender's actions and the consequences.

• Proper screening mechanisms must be in place to ensure that only appropriate cases

are included in these programs.

• Using the family ofthe offender and the community, including the offender's peers,

can be powerful tools.

• Teen Court is an increasingly popular method of diversion. Teen Courts create a peer

judgment system for first-time and nonviolent youthful offenders. There are

approximately 250 Teen Courts across the country in 30 states. In most Teen Courts,

teen volunteers act as jury members, court clerks, bailiffs, and attorneys. Offenders

receive sanctions from the jury, but the program also mandates that they and their

parents receive counseling. Sanctions are diverse: curfews, monetary restitution,

letters of apology, and community service are some examples ofTeen Court

sentences. Young offenders are usually required to serve as jury members in a

different case, and the penalty for noncompliance with a Teen Court sentence is

referral to a regularjuvenile court for adjudication.

3. Develop a strong system of intermediate sanctions, including intensive probation supervision

for high-risk juvenile offenders.

The success ofa system of graduated sanctions depends largely upon the strength of each

response at every point along the continuum. All too often in Massachusetts, DYS is treated as the

only response for juvenile offenders, instead of the response of last resort. For reasons of public

safety and fiscal responsibility (it costs more than $60,000 per bed for secure treatment each year),

this cannot be the norm. We must devote attention to building a strong system of intermediate

sanctions for juvenile offenders.

The need to dedicate significant attention and resources to intermediate sanctions is demonstrated

by this compelling fact: three ofevery fourjuveniles on the DYS caseload as ofJuly 1 , 1996, were

reported to have been placed on probation at least once before their commitment.85 Four percent of

those juvenile offenders were placed on probation two or more times.
86
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Intensive probation supervision, including the Operation Night Light program referenced

earlier, places high levels of control and supervision on juvenile offenders. Since Operation Night

Light was created in Dorchester in 1992, 15 additional courts have adopted this model, or similar

approaches.87 Every court must make intensive probation services for high-risk offenders a top

priority.

4. Develop innovative approaches to strenethen accountability for juvenile offenders.

In many jurisdictions around the nation, efforts are underway to strengthen accountability of

juvenile offenders by increasing the involvement of crime victims and the community. These

efforts, based upon principles referred to as "restorative justice," are a response to the fact that,

typically, the juvenile justice system focuses exclusively on the offender—that is, the offender's

punishment and treatment needs.

Restorative justice programs shift the focus from an offender-driven system to one that

balances the attention given to the offender, the victim, and the community. A primary goal of

restorative justice is to develop juvenile sentences that increase offender accountability.

Dispositions such as restitution and community service—not new ideas in juvenile justice—are

reinvented as key components ofmany restorative justice programs. For example, judges often order

restitution in juvenile cases, but because many young offenders cannot pay, the victim ultimately

receives little compensation. Restorative justice programs go one step farther, by enrolling juvenile

offenders in programs to ensure that they do earn money and repay their victims for the damage that

they have caused. Through restorative justice programs, crime victims are more satisfied with the

justice process; a greater sense ofpublic safety, participation, and empowerment is fostered in the

community; and offenders cannot easily escape their obligations.

Throughout the country, a growing number of criminal and juvenile justice systems are

implementing major changes in how they operate based on the principles ofrestorative justice.

Examples include the Reparative Probation Community Boards initiative in Vermont, and the

Family Group Conferencing program by police in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, both ofwhich are being

evaluated or supported by the National Institute ofJustice. In addition, the Office ofJuvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) has created the Balanced and Restorative Justice Program, a

model program that is being established in 20 sites around the country, including in the Juvenile

Probation Department ofthe Quincy District Court.

Programs and dispositions furthering the principles ofrestorative justice are not right for

every offender, and all programs should include a screening process to identify appropriate

candidates. While there is still little information about the impact that these programs have had, or

agreement on how they should be implemented, policymakers in Massachusetts should explore these

initiatives further.
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Executive Agencies

5. Restructure the state human service agencies to create a comprehensive service delivery

system for children and families.

More than halfofthe youth committed to DYS were first involved with DSS.*8 A majority of

female offenders (78%) committed to DYS received services from DSS prior to their commitments.*9

These findings support the nexus between children who are abused, neglected, or in need of services,

and delinquent youth who offend later. It is easy to conclude that early opportunities to intervene

with and serve these children were either missed or inadequate. The human service sector has a key

role to play in violence prevention through early intervention with children and families, and

therefore must act early, swiftly, and effectively.

For years, the human service delivery system has been characterized as fragmented and

compartmentalized. Not surprisingly, such a splintered service delivery system leaves far too many

opportunities for children and families to slip between the gaps that exist between agencies.

Learning that one agency has backed off or terminated services to a client, because that client has

separately come under the jurisdiction of another agency, is common. But, children and families

typically have multiple service needs, and rarely do those needs fit neatly into the narrow parameters

ofa single agency's mandate.

These are not new observations. Even the current administration described the health and

human services system as "disjointed" and a "sprawling bureaucracy."90 Nevertheless, this

disconnected service system remains, and continues to impede best efforts to promote a

comprehensive response to violence prevention. Human Services should be restructured to be:

J Family-focused;

S Comprehensive and flexible;

S Community- and neighborhood-based, with decision-making authority at the local level;

^ Emphasizing developmental and preventive services that support families earlier and

seek to avert crises;

J Outcome focused;

S Equitable in allocation of services; and

S Adequately funded.

Aspects ofthe present human service delivery system, including the geographic distribution

of services and the hours that services are available, impose significant barriers to realizing these

principles. The most significant issue to contend with, however, may be the structure ofhuman

service financing, which does not allow for flexibility in the use of state-appropriated funds to meet

the needs of families. The categorical nature of service funding, defined by many specialized

services administered by the 14 separate agencies under the Executive Office of Health and Human

Services, is a major obstacle to coordinating human services delivery.

A number of other states, including Iowa, Texas, California, Maryland, Virginia, and

Arkansas, have embarked upon efforts to integrate human service delivery. These states are at

various stages of carrying out these efforts, such as decategorizing funding for services, integrating
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agencies with common or overlapping missions, and increasing the flexibility in systems, to respond

more effectively to the needs of clients. While the approach in each state differs, they share the

overarching goal of improving the delivery ofhuman services. These states provide promising

examples of systems reform. Some of the strategies that have been implemented include:

S Enacting legislation to decategorize funding at the state or county level;

S Establishing interagency agreements;

^ Promoting a large-scale overhaul ofthe structure and function ofhuman services at

the state and regional level;

s Integrating management information systems;

S Establishing common intake and eligibility criteria; and

S Performing system-wide planning and budgeting.

6. Continue to enhance intensive aftercare services for all DYS youth transitioning out of secure

residential placements.

Aftercare, or programs such as outreach and tracking, intensive parole supervision, work

training programs, and day reporting, play a vital role in helping young people who have been in

residential/secure placements to stay out of crime. Aftercare for young offenders transitioning back

into the community after residential placements cannot be merely an afterthought. Expanding the

aftercare services for youth in DYS custody has been an issue of concern for a number of years, and

one that DYS has attempted to address. Among the issues the agency should continue to examine in

this area is the need to provide safe, independent transitional living situations for offenders for whom
returning home is not a safe or otherwise viable option. The need for this type of living option will

take new shape as the population ofcommitted youth between the ages of 1 8 and 21 increases in

response to recent changes in the law.91 For youth transitioning back into the community after the

age of 18, foster care and other aftercare services will not generally be appropriate or available

options. For example, aftercare programming that prepares and supports youth transitioning into

work may become necessary.

7. Expand the ranee and number of services available to female offenders committed to DYS.

Youth violence is not just a male problem. Recent statistics indicate an alarming national

trend among teenage girls: between 1986 and 1995, the rate of violent crime perpetrated by girls

under the age of 1 8 increased 124 percent—more than twice the rate of increase seen in boys ofthe

same age.92 Between 1989 and 1996, the number of females committed to DYS increased from 198

to 254.93 Although young women comprise less than 10% ofthe total DYS population, they have

unique program needs that often are not met. Many young women who enter the juvenile justice

system require treatment and education around issues related to sexual abuse or substance abuse,94

and could benefit from programming designed for female runaways and teenage mothers.

The gender-specific and developmental needs ofyoung women must be addressed to

intervene with female offenders effectively.
95 Currently, only eight programs in the Commonwealth

serve the female population, and four ofthese are detention programs.96 We must create a broader

range of treatment options designed for female offenders.
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8. Establish an Qffi™» nf Data Collection. Evaluation, and Training.

Currently there is a strong sense that law enforcement strategies, such as those that we have

previously described, are making a difference in communities throughout the state. Certainly the

declining crime rates go a long way in supporting this contention. However, without routine, formal

evaluations ofprograms, it is difficult to define what is working and why it is effective. This

information gap impedes the ability to replicate programs in other communities, secure funding for

continuing or expanding programs, and identify necessary changes when programs do not achieve

their mark. There must be a greater emphasis on evaluation and data collection at the state level to

improve current practices and maintain support for criminal justice initiatives.

An Office ofData Collection, Evaluation, and Training should be established within an

existing agency such as the Executive Office of Public Safety or the Department of Public Health, to

enhance and document the effectiveness of Massachusetts criminal justice programs, agencies, and

violence prevention initiatives. This office should develop and carry out a criminal justice research

and evaluation program to collect, store, and analyze information; encourage uniform evaluation

standards; strengthen the accountability of criminal justice agencies; and communicate information

to all criminal justice agencies, public health agencies, and the public. The office should build

partnerships with the multitudes ofacademic and nonprofit institutions working in the field of

program evaluation. In addition, the office should provide training to criminal justice personnel to

build institutional capacity for the implementation of data collection systems, as well as for the

interpretation and application of data to strategic planning and management, public relations, and

resource development.

Creating this type of office will place a greater emphasis on data collection and evaluation of

programs at the state level. To help law enforcement identify, target, and monitor "hot spots," an

ideal data management system would have the ability to aggregate data from hospital surveillance

systems (which can identify younger victims and victims who do not call the police), the WRISS
system, and police data.

Benchmarkfor the Future

A comprehensive and coordinated approach to the development of

criminal and juvenile justice policy at the state level.

A comprehensive and coordinated approach to the development of criminal and

juvenile justice policy at the state level.

Currently, criminal justice and juvenile justice policy is established in a piecemeal, and often

reactive, fashion. The state should create criminal and juvenile justice policy that furthers a
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comprehensive vision—an agenda that spans the range of issues from primary prevention through

the strictest forms ofpunishment.

Earlier sections of this report emphasize the need for communities to conduct an

"assessment'
1

to identify problems and needs, and set priorities for action to improve law

enforcement, intervention, and crime prevention efforts. To improve our response to crime at all

levels—state, county, and local—the state must engage in the same process. Ultimately, the

establishment of a coordinated approach to crime reduction and prevention policy will help to

support local innovations and will lead to proactive solutions.
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